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The Hidden Power of the Sun, Wind, and Rain 
Use this simple, everyday event to create additional income 

 

Have you ever watched a summer thunderstorm, complete with jagged lightning strikes, occasional 

flashes and deep heavy clouds?  

Or maybe you’ve been blessed to see a sudden desert storm. The wind swirls right before your eyes and 

suddenly a clear view that goes on for miles turns into a thick swarming dark brown and gold mass.  

Were you caught in one of the countless winter snowstorms the last few years? The city shuts down, 

covered in whitish-grey mounds of soft and hard snow. 

What if you could use one of these days to make money?  

You can use the hidden power of sun, wind and rain to… travel the world… create perfect memories 

with your grandchildren…enjoy your hobbies.  

 “Hidden Market” for this Everyday Occurrence 
There’s a “hidden market” for folks who know how to use the power of these natural dramas from. This 

“hidden market” involves understanding something all of us deal with every day…the weather. 

Weather can be a nuisance, a blessing, a curse, or an unnoticed part of our day. But, it is all around us, 

all day every day.  

What if you could get paid to document the weather with our All-Weather Front Door Income 

Opportunity?   

If you have the time to open your front door…spend five minutes documenting the weather…and follow 

our guide to get paid for your documentation…then you can take advantage of our All-Weather Front 

Door Income Opportunity.  

Hi, my name is Lori Allen. I’m the editor of Great Escape Publishing.  

This All-Weather Front Door Income Opportunity can be used anywhere 
in the world…at any time of day. Before I tell you more about this  
“hidden market” for documenting weather for profit, I want to introduce  
you to someone.  
 

This person went from being a complete amateur to a successful  
award winner in less than a year with the training you’ll receive with  
the All-Weather Front Door Income Opportunity. 
 

Image of Lori 

Allen 
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Easy Skill Doesn’t Require a Large Investment in Time or Money 
 

Documenting weather is a skill, and one that can be taught. 

It doesn’t require lots of education.  

It doesn’t require lots of books. 

It doesn’t require thousands of dollars in programs.  

It doesn’t require prior knowledge of the way weather works. 

Amateur Uses “Hidden Market” to Make $6,200 in Single 

Weekend 
Kristen Bentz was always fascinated by the weather in her hometown of Phoenix. One day 
she decided to document the Phoenix nighttime weather. After several hours outside, she 
had one usable piece of documentation.  
 
She was interested in learning more about how to document the weather…and how to do it 
quicker. To improve her skills, she attended a workshop hosted in her home city.  
At this workshop, Kristen learned many tricks to accurately  
documenting the weather. She used this knowledge to break  
into the “hidden market” we’re telling you about.  
 
She first discovered this hidden market back in 2012. She broke  
into the weather documentation market with a 
phenomenon she’d always been fascinated with: lightning.  
 
Now she spends most of her time documenting lightning. She  
knew she had made it when she earned $6,200 in a single  
weekend.  
 
One of her biggest sellers? A piece of documentation she captured from the balcony of her 
cruise ship.  
 
The weather had turned stormy, turning the once calm seas into choppy waves. While eating 
dinner in the nearly deserted dining room, she saw flashes outside.  
 
She rushed to her suite… grabbed her documentation device… and captured the lightning 
flashes on the ocean. She turned a bad weather moment on vacation into one of her most 
profitable pieces of documentation to date.   
 

Image of Kristen 
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All it requires is an appreciation for the weather you see every day.  

This simple skill for weather documenting is very easy to learn. In fact, you’ve probably used this 

method before on a vacation…at a party… or even in your own backyard. 

You’re probably realizing by now this great opportunity involves photographing the weather. 

A Mobile Income-Do It Anywhere in the World 
With the All-Weather Front Door Income Opportunity, you can document the weather through 

photography in faraway places if you choose…but you’ll soon learn some of the best images are taken 

right outside your front door.  

This photo, for example, documents rainy weather with a 

pair of shoes on the front stoop. It has sold over 500 times 

in a specific marketplace. It could have been taken from 

any number of places where it rains.  

 

                                             

There are countless 

possibilities of what you can document in the rain alone. Take this image of 

rainwater on a plant. It could easily be from a potted plant on your front 

porch. All you’d need to do is open your door…step outside…and 

document the rain water on the leaf.  

This image has sold over 1000 times. Not bad for documentation that 

maybe took two minutes to complete!  

If you prefer to live somewhere with snow instead of rain, no problem! 

Maybe you decide to spend your retirement in the snowy mountains of the 

Colorado Rockies. There are hundreds of images you could take from your 

front door. Like images of trees covered in snow…the sun rising behind the mountains…a set of skis lying 

on your front lawn.  

One of those pictures might be perfect for an advertiser creating a travel brochure…another could be 

the perfect piece to decorate an entryway…another could be the perfect image for an article for 

publication. The possibilities are endless. 

Maybe you’d prefer to document the weather somewhere warmer. Call the deserts of Arizona or 

Nevada your home. Each day capture something another person would take an interest in. Document 

the sun behind the hawks you spot overhead…or the tumbleweeds as they roll past your front door…or 

a distant dust storm. Any of these photos documenting the weather could be sold again…and again…and 

again. With the All-Weather Front Door Income Opportunity, we’ll show you how.  
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Step-By-Step Guide to Capturing Weather Elements 
Whether you’ve dabbled in snapping photos of the weather before… or you’ve never picked up a 

camera, we’ll walk you through the steps to accurately capture and document the weather.  

With our All-Weather Front Door Income Opportunity, no previous training is required. We’ll take you 

from amateur to professional with our easy-to-follow training program.  

You can use this detailed instruction to capture any type of weather you witness…anywhere you choose 

to live…at any time of day.  

Do you witness massive thunderstorms in your neighborhood in the spring? With what you learn in this 

All-Weather Front Door Income Opportunity…you’ll know how to best capture the lightning arcing 

across the sky…the rain falling in sheets…or the water flowing through the streets.  

Your guide includes useful tips for photographing in stormy 

weather, such as: 

 Detailed camera settings to get you going right away 

 Long exposure techniques needed to capture amazing 
lightning images 

 The MOST important item to carry with you when 
capturing stormy weather 

 
 
Do you live somewhere where it rarely rains, but the sun shines  
brightly every day? We’ll teach you how to compensate for the  
sun’s glare and capture the world outside your front door.  

 What settings to use in bright light 

 How to avoid overexposed images 

 The best time of day to capture landscapes 

We’ll teach you the technical aspects of photographing the weather…and the best methods for 

capturing photos people want to buy.   

 How to create photos that set you apart 

 How to use light to capture intriguing images 

 The #1 rule to remember to create photos that sell again…and again…and again 

Use Your Skills for Anything 
Once you understand how to properly document the weather, you can choose to do anything with it. 

You can use this skill to travel the world…get more out of your hobbies…or get a unique perspective on 

your everyday activities.  

Bask on the white sand beaches of Spain and document the way the sun plays along the shoreline.   

This lightning shot was one of Kristen’s first 

images. It’s earned her almost $10,000!  
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Capture the sunrise on the jagged mountains of the Italian Alps.  

Or document rainy winter days in Belgium, where the cobblestoned streets are awash in water. 

Anytime you take a trip, remember to pack your camera. With the skills you’ll learn in this program, you 

will take travel shots that sell. Go on your trips with a purpose…to enjoy the new city you’re in and to 

take great photos of your travel destination. Then sell your images to help fund your next trip! 

Enjoy Your Hobbies More 
While all weather photography involves the elements, you don’t have to worry about being outside in 

situations you don’t want to be. There’s a need for any type of weather photo, so only take the ones 

that interest you! 

Kristen Bentz, our resident expert on weather photography, almost exclusively documents lightning 

shots and cosmic storms…like the Aurora Borealis!    

Kristen turned a hobby into a lucrative side income…and with our All Weather Front Door Income 

Opportunity you can, too.  

She loved to watch the various storms she’d see in 

Phoenix. It didn’t matter if it was a summer storm, a rolling 

thunderstorm, or a calm spring storm, she was interested. 

Now, she still watches storms wherever she is, but also 

takes photographs.  

Your hobbies are probably related to the weather, 

too…and you just don’t know it! 

 

 

Are you a lover of golf? Do you jump at any chance to play 18-holes with a few friends? Do you love golf 

so much, the weather doesn’t matter? Rain or shine, someone can find you on the green? 

The next time you head out to enjoy a round with your buddies, bring your camera with you. You never 

know what you could capture.  

Perhaps the sun shines perfectly on a water element on the course. Snap a few photos, and make a side 

income from a day you were going to spend on the course anyway. 

Maybe the clouds roll in halfway through your round of 18. It’s a perfect time to capture the new look of 

the sky, with something golf-related in the front, like your clubs. The possibilities are endless. 

Kristen documented the stormy weather off the 

balcony of her cruise ship. This has sold quite well in 

one particular market...revealed in the program. 
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Maybe your favorite hobby is skiing. Every year you look forward to ski season. You anxiously wait for 

the temperature to drop in the mountains and for snow to fall. For you, there is nothing like the feel of 

fresh powder beneath your skis. 

The next time you hit the slopes, pack one extra bit of equipment: your camera.  Before you ride the lift, 

take a moment to look around. Anything you like the look of, take a moment to photograph.  

Maybe the grooves of skiers before you glimpsed from the left could sell to a local magazine. The skis 

chained up outside the café could sell as art…to the ski lodge for publicity…or to the manufacturer for 

promotional material.  

The pictures you take don’t even have to be related to skiing.  

You could snap a shot of trees covered in snow…animals 

playing in the snow…or the sun shining down on the 

mountains. Almost any hobby you have can be turned 

into an opportunity for weather photography. 

Maybe your favorite hobby is to walk around your 

hometown. The next time you go for a walk, take your 

camera.  

When you walk through the local cultural festival, snap a few photos. See how the jewelry gleams in the 

sunlight…the fruits are contrasted by the cloudy sky…or the sidewalk looks majestic covered in snow.  

Once you understand the secrets and tricks to taking weather photographs that sell… you can take 

images of anything. And you can sell them more than once. 

Capture Precious Family Memories Forever 
You can use your new skill to enjoy the time with your family as well. 

Have you noticed when you take family photos, something seems to turn out wrong? People’s eyes are 

the wrong color…You can see some people but not others…Some people are in shadow while others 

look too bright.  

With what you learn in this program, you’ll capture those memories with more skill…and make money in 

the process! 

This means you won’t only be learning how to take photographs for profit…but you’ll be making 

memories that last forever. Your grandchild’s 1st birthday party will be properly caught on camera no 

matter if… the sun is shining or not… If the party’s outside in a lovely picnic area or inside your child’s 

home. 

With what you learn inside this program you can capture your children playing at a family picnic…the 

sunset at a family barbecue…or a day with your spouse at the local park. 
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Never miss out on those precious moments again because you can’t figure out how to properly use your 

camera. Or the sun is too bright or there are dark clouds on the horizon. You choose when to capture 

the weather, and when to enjoy your day. 

Set Your Own Schedule 
You can choose to craft your day however you please. Weather is always around you. There is always 

something interesting to see with the weather. The sun is shining bright…or clouds dot the sky…or rain is 

falling in sheets…or snow is falling gently on the streets. And you can document it through photos at any 

time.  

If you’re an early riser… catch the sun’s first rays as they break the horizon in the distance. Capture a few 

shots of how the early morning sunlight makes- the dew on the trees sparkle… your dog’s fur shine…the 

roofs of your neighborhood gleam.   

If you’re a late riser, sleep in. Get up whenever you please and do whatever you’d like. In the afternoon 

attend an exciting street festival…have a simple walk around your town’s square…play with your 

grandchildren…and take your camera with you.  

You never know when you’ll find the most perfect shot. Often 

you’ll discover the best shots are the ones you don’t plan. 

Kristen Bentz will often be driving and see something 

interesting in the sky. She’ll pull over, take a few shots with 

her camera, and continue on her way. Later, she’ll sell those 

shots to people who want them. 

After going through the All-Weather Front Door Income 

Opportunity, you’ll learn how to sell an image of the weather  

from any activity… And who wants to buy them.    

The Markets to Know About to Earn Income 
Once you learn how to properly document weather, how do you make a profit from it?  

Where’s the best place to sell a photo of rain…snow…sun? Can you sell your images over and over?  

It’s not enough to understand the technical part of documenting weather.  You need to know where you 

can use your knowledge of weather documentation to make a profit. 

That’s where our All-Weather Front Door Income Opportunity continues to help you out. Not only will 

you learn the basics and advanced tricks of the trade of documenting the weather. You’ll also learn 

where and when to sell the best weather photographs.  

We’ll show you: 

 What markets want what types of weather  

This shot was taken on the way to the airport. 

The photographer took this shot from the side 

of the road. She almost missed her flight! 
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 30 markets you can break into right now  

 The best places to sell your first attempts at documenting weather  

 And much more. 

We’re going to walk you through, step-by-step, the top markets in 2016 where you can break into the 

weather documentation market. 

You won’t need to wait until you have the absolute best shot for a chance to sell your photography. 

You’ll be able to sell your photos of the weather as soon as you’re ready. 

You could spend hours and hours searching for the proper place to submit your photos documenting the 

weather.  

Spend days searching the Internet… researching reference materials…cold-calling to see if you have 

what it takes to get into a publication. Or you could let us do it for you.  

Not only will we show you how to properly document the weather, we’ll also show you where and how 

to best sell your weather photographs.  

It doesn’t matter if your weather shot is…outside or inside… with or without people… landscapes or 

buildings…a sunny or rainy day. There is a market for any type of weather photograph you take. 

A Mini, Weather – Resistant Guide to Help You 
It may seem a bit overwhelming your first few trips out to take weather photographs. There are so many 
possibilities of what you could see!  
 

The day you choose to start documenting the weather, it could be a sunny, 60 degrees with not a cloud 
in the sky…Or a sudden thunderstorm could occur and sheets of rain could fall on your front lawn. With 
whatever type of weather you see, I want you to be able to enjoy yourself…and capture some truly 
beautiful photos. 

To help you break into weather photography quicker, I’m including an exciting bonus. You’ll receive a set 

of 22 photo tip cards you can take into the field with you. 

These pocket-sized cards include everything you need to capture the most common types of weather. 

They fit easily into your camera bag or back pocket. You don’t need to worry about carrying a large 

guide with you when you document the weather. 

These cards are easy to read and contain useful tips for quick weather photography consultation. They 

are made of a special material that can stand up to the rain. Don’t worry about getting them wet when 

you photograph rainstorms or snowstorms. 

These cards help you determine how to best document each type of weather at a glance.  

 If the sky is overcast, you’ll know exactly what settings to use on your camera to properly 

capture what you see. 
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 If the sun is shining brightly at a beach, a quick glance at the Beach Photography card will show 

you what settings to use to properly capture that image as well.  

 If you take a walk during a downpour, these specialized cards won’t get damaged in the rain and 

show you what settings to use the capture the falling rain.  

A Market Hungry for New Images 
Did you know there are over six million photographs published in the U.S. media alone? That’s about 

16,000 photos published each day. And most of those photos require knowledge of documenting the 

weather. 

That number doesn’t even include the largest market in need of weather photos. Images sold in this 

market don’t grace the cover of a magazine or show up on a random website. Instead these images are 

sold for office spaces…home foyers…and as personal gifts. 

So whatever type of weather you have the chance to photograph…there is somewhere for you to sell it.  

All the Tools You Need to Start Selling Your Weather Photographs  
To make your weather photography learning curve as short as possible, I’m including a few extras with 

your program. 

Bonus #2: 17 Markets Where You Can Sell Your Photos Today 

This special report will give you a starting point on where to sell your weather photographs.  

You’ll learn about each market, the types of photos that sell best in each market, and how some of 

those markets allow you to sell your photos over and over again.  

Inside you’ll find: 

 How to get started by simply walking down the street 

 How to submit your work to each market 

 How to get your photos sold in person, in print, and online 

 And much more! 

No need to search for a place to sell your photos.  

No need to market yourself heavily.  

Instead, simply consult this special report to determine which market is best for any type of photo you 

take.  

If your shots are of green rolling landscapes…there is a market for that.  

If you prefer to document the beauty of winter where everything is covered in snow and ice…there’s a 

place to sell those photos as well.  
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Maybe you prefer documenting the weather with photographs that include people…there’s a market for 

that, too. 

Bonus #3: 100 Weather Phenomena Ripe for Documentation 

With this special report, never worry about photographer’s block again! Anytime you’re unsure of what 

weather you should photograph next, consult this special report. 

Inside you’ll find 100 ideas of what weather phenomena can make a great photo. Everything from 

everyday events to the unusual and obscure.  

Don’t worry if you live in an area where the weather never changes. If that means the sun is always 

shining or clouds are always dotting the sky, no problem! Inside you’ll find suggestions for any type of 

weather you see on a daily basis.  

Any time you’re stumped about what weather you should document to make a great photograph, look 

at this special report. Suddenly, you’ll have too many choices of what to document that day! 

Sell Your Weather Photography…Or Your Money Back! 
This type of specialized instruction could cost you thousands of dollars. 

People have happily paid thousands of dollars or more per day to get one-on-one time with experts who 

guide you through this type of instruction. 

And it would be worth it. The skills you learn with this program could earn you back your investment 

quickly…not to mention the increased joy you’ll have in every part of your life. 

But, this program won’t cost you nearly that much. Here at Great Escape Publishing, we want everyone 

to be able to afford to learn new skills to live out their dreams.  

So, for a limited time, I’m going to cut $100 from the cost of this program. 

Instead of $397, you’ll only pay $297.    

For this low price you’ll receive: 

The Front Door Income Opportunity (a $1,997 value):  

 8 video guides to get to know your camera better 

 PDF guides to show you how to capture the weather best, what buttons to use, and what is best 

for each 

 Everything you need to know to go from 0-60, complete novice to budding professional when it 

comes to taking weather photographs.  
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Bonus #1: 22 Quick-Tip Photo Cards ($49 value): 

These weather-resistant, easy to read, fit in your camera bag cards give you quick tips on what you need 

to do to document the most common types of weather. Learn what to bring and what settings to use at 

a glance. 

Bonus #2: 17 Markets Where You Can Sell Your Photos Today ($79 value): 

Don’t worry about spending months learning how to document the weather and where to sell those 

photos. This special report gives you a starting point you can use today to approach publications. 

Bonus #3: 100 Weather Phenomena Ripe for Documentation ($129 value): 

Never face photographer’s block again. If you’re unsure what to document on any day, take out this 

special report which will give you ideas on some much-needed shots you can take on any day. From 

snow to rain, desert to jungle, there’s a phenomenon you can capture today. 

You’ll receive these $xx amount of resources for only $397 $297. 

But you need to act quickly. I can only keep this price for a limited time.  

After May 4, midnight, the price has to go up to full price. I can’t keep it this low any longer. So if you’re 

ready to… 

 learn about the exciting world of weather documentation through photography… 

 enjoy your life, your hobbies and your family more… 

 make a passive side income that lets you travel more, capture family memories, and brings joy 

to your life…  

…what are you waiting for? 

Access your Front Door Income Opportunity NOW. As soon as we receive your payment, you’ll have 

access to this amazing program. 

And, if for any reason, you follow what’s inside this program, and decide it’s not right for you, you have 

a full 30-days to return the program, no questions asked!  

 


